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Abstract

This paper takes a user-centric optimization (UCO) viewpoint of the web-browsing process,
and asks how to transfer a web page in the most satisfying way to the user, given the limited
bandwidth on the path from the web server to the user. We realize that the time to complete
the download of a page is not an accurate measure of the perceived performance. Most web
browsers today request images embedded in a web page in the order they appear in the HTML
file. This approach ignores the fact that diflferent images serve different purposes and may
have different utilities to the user. Following the proposal of Gupta [1], we suggest arranging
the transfer order of the images by taking into account their sizes and their importance. The
objective of the paper is to establish a framework for systematic examination of this idea and
the exploration of the design space. We formulate the transfer of a web page as an object
scheduling problem to maximize the total utility the user receives by the end of the transfer.
The analysis shows that linear utility functions and their corresponding weighted shortest pro
cessing time (WSPT) schedule have nice properties. Next, we investigate the implementation
of UCO within the HTTP framework. In particular, we introduce our proxy-based implementa
tion that can serve both as an experimental platform and as a prototype for gradual deployment.

keywords optimization, object scheduling, utility functions, shortest processing time sched
ule, proxy, web, HTTP, HTML, meta-information
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1 Introduction

Web browsing is supposed to be a highly interactive process. However, slow internet access lines,
congested links, and busy servers cause the problem known as World Wide Wait. Whileexpecting
that improvement of the communication infrastructure will be necessary to solve the problem, we
also beheve that optimizing the use of the communicationfacihty is a key ingredient of the solution
for both today and the foreseeable future. This paper takes such optimization viewpoint of the
web-browsing process. In a nutshell, we suppose the communication path from the web server to
the user (or the web browser) has limited capacity. The objective is to transfer a web page on that
path in the most satisfying way to the user.

Most web browsers today request images embedded in a web page in the order they appear
in the HTML file. This approach ignores the fact that different images serve different purposes
in a web page. Because each image carries a different meaning, they have different importance or
utilities to the user. If a large but useless image appears early in the HTML file, it will take up most
of the precious bandwidth while the smaller, more important images wait behind it. Following the
proposal in [1], we suggest arranging the transfer order of the images by taking into account their
sizes and their importance.

In this paper, we systematically examine these ideas of user-centric optimization (UCO). The
main objective is to establish a discussion framework for systematic examination of the design space,
including both the algorithmic and architectural issues. We start from defining utility functions
that represent user's preferences over objects on web pages. Then, the transfer of a web page is
formulated as an object scheduling problem that maximizes the total utility the user receives by
the end of the transfer. The emphasis is on the nice properties of linear utility functions and their
corresponding weighted shortest processing time (WSPT) schedule. Next, we investigate protocol
and system issues related to implementing UCO within the HTTP framework. In particular, we
introduce our proxy-based implementation that can serve both as an experimental platform and as
a prototype for gradual deployment.

The most related work to our paper is [2], which experimentally evaluated the performance
of the Shortest-Processing-Time first (SPT) schedule for connection scheduling at web servers.
Our work differs from [2] in several aspects. First, our paper deals with single-user optimization.
Scheduling takes place at the object level within a connection. Second, we take a more general
utility-optimization approach. The resulting scheduling algorithms depend on the choice of utility
functions and other constraints imposed by the problem. We discuss a few interesting utility
functions, their associated schedules and various complications. In particular, the hnear utility
function is considered for three different situations: constant bandwidth, time-varying bandwidth
and random bandwidth. Third, we give analytic expressions for the performance of the SPT
schedule for exponential and Pareto distributions of the object sizes.

Our other contributions include the following. We have identified the requirements of web page
transmission, and therefore, paved the way for adapting the general scheduling theory to the specific
problem. In the architectural aspect, our prototype has the novel feature that it infers the utility
values of images embedded in a web page based on the structure of the HTML file.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The remaining of section 1 discusses the service
model and optimization model for the web-browsing process. Section 2 discusses three utility
functions that are relevant to the problem of web object transfer. Section 3 focuses on the linear
utility function and shows that the associated optimal schedules are very simple even for complex



situations that might arise in practice. Section 4 presents quantitative results that demonstrate the
degree of improvement from the SPT schedule. In section 5, we turn to protocol and architectural
aspects of implementing object scheduling within the framework of the HTTP. We first discuss
general strategies and design choices for such an implementation, then present our proxy-based
prototype for user-centric web browsing. We conclude the paper in the final section.

1.1 Service Models

Communication between the user and the server in a web-based application is typically initiated
when the user makes a request by cficking a link in a webpage. Even though the communicationis
two-way, the amount of data fiow is very often asymmetric with more traffic from the server to the
user. Therefore, the performance of web-based applications perceived by the user is typically deter
mined by how traffic fiows from the server to the user. While acknowledging that the setup of the
communication channel and the sending of the user's request also have performance implications,
the focus of this paper is on data transfer from the server to the user using a given communication
channel. We will refer to such a data transfer session as a flow.

When the data within a fiow have well defined syntactic and semantic boundaries and each piece
of data between two consecutive boundaries can be manipulated independently by the apphcation,
we call each piece an object. For instance, an object can be a JPEG or GIF image, a frame of video,
a chunk of text, or an audio chp. If the encoding scheme allows it, a large object can be further
divided into smaller objects. For example, one block of an image or one scan of a progressive JPEG
image can also be an object. An object is intimately related to the concept of application level
framing (ALF), as identified in [3]. An object can be organized as an application data unit (ADU),
and an ADU can be considered as an object.

The ordering relationship among objects within a fiow may or may not have significance. We
call a fiow with objects that are unordered or have limited orders unordered object-based flows.
When the objects are totally ordered, the fiow is called ordered object-based flow. When a flow
appears to be a stream of bits with no obvious object boundaries within it, we call it a stream-based
flow. In this case, the order of bits needs to be maintained.

Based on the types of services, we can categorize fiows into short interactive transaction, long
file transfer and stream-based media delivery. Interactive web browsing is the main example of short
interactive transaction. The content to be transferred is tjrpically authored with the requirement
of interactivity in mind. However, due to the wide range of communication capacity, diflferent
users experience a wide range of delays. A transfer usually takes the form of an unordered object-
based fiow. This type of service typically requires eventual transmission of all data, which requires
reliable communication, although in certain cases it can be argued otherwise. In the case of long file
transfer, reliable communication is required but interactivity is not required. File transfer usually
takes the form of stream-based flow. UnUke file transfer where the user still wishes to receive the

complete file as quickly as possible, stream-based media delivery only requires enough data be to
delivered at the scheduled time instances. We may distinguish between real-time and non-real-time
media delivery. IP telephony or video conferencing are examples of the former, and movie delivery
is an example of the latter. Most media delivery applications can tolerate some level of losses
of their data packets. However, certain control information may need to be transferred reliably.
The rate of traffic generation by real-time stream is limited by the codec. The traffic somrce for
non-real-time stream is usually a large file, and can be transferred at the maximum rate of the



network if uncontrolled. Both types of stream-based media delivery take the form of either ordered
object-based flow or stream-based flow.

Interactive web browsing, which takes the form of unordered object-based flow, is the main
focus of the paper.

1.2 Optimization Models

This paper studies how to improve user's satisfaction from a flow under a given communication
channel with limited capacity. For that purpose, we will give a characterization of the user's
satisfaction by assigning utility functions to a flow.

Characterization of user's perceived performance requires flnding the correct abstraction or
description for the downloading process. Traditionally, such abstraction includes bandwidth, delay,
delay jitter and packet loss ratio, etc. User's satisfaction can be expressed as a function of these
quantities. In a simple scenario, the user of the flow specifies desirable values for each (or some) of
the above quantities. It is not always clear how some of the quantities are defined, whether they
are the most convenient parameters to work with in practice, or what their relationships are with
the user's satisfaction. For instance, the notion of bandwidth is intimately related to the time scale
on which the bandwidth is measured. Delay and delay jitter are difficult to control. And we do
not always know how much each unit of bandwidth or a particular delay bound corresponds to
the perceived quality. In this paper, bandwidth is defined as the instantaneous rate at which data
traffic is transferred.

It is also unclear how many parameters are needed to sufficiently capture the downloading
process, and hence, the user's notion of quality. Alternatively, we can avoid the usual abstraction
and take a more intrinsic approach. The distinction of the three types of flows is helpful in thinking
about this issue. For a stream-based flow, a comprehensive characterization of the user's satisfaction
is a utility function, v(tjx)^ that depends on the entire data-reception process, i.e., when each bit
of data is received. The function has the interpretation that when x bits are received by time t,
the value of flow to the user is v{t,x).

For an object-based flow that transfers n objects, numbered from 1 to n, we assume the utihty
function depends only on the reception (or completion) times of the objects and is denoted by
u(Ci,..., Cn), where Ci is the reception time of object i. The utility function is interpreted as the
value received by the user if object i is received at time Cj, for all i. This assumption is a direct
consequence of the definition of an object. Implicit in the definition, a partial object cannot be
rendered by the application and brings no value to the user. From the interpretation of the utility
function, it is also reasonable to assume that such a utihty function is monotone in any of the
reception times. More specifically, suppose {C},..., C^} is another set of reception times satisfying,
Ci < C'i for ah i. The utility function v is called regular if v{Ci,..., Cn) > v(C7{,..., C^). We further
assume the utility function can be written as

i=l

where Vi(Ci) is the value of object i when it is received at time Ci.

As mentioned above, the user's satisfaction from a flow clearly depends on the network condi
tions. For instance, when the network bandwidth is large, the transfer is completed more quickly,
and the user is more satisfied. This leads to the usual practice of using bandwidth as a measmre



of user's satisfaction. In fact, bandwidth is very often the only measure. Suppose the trajectory
of bandwidth as a function of time is fixed for a fiow. In the case of stream-based flow or ordered
object-based fiow, no improvement in the user's satisfaction can be made over a work-conserving
schedule. For an unordered object-based fiow, a key observation on which the paper is based is
that, in addition to bandwidth, the user's satisfaction also depends on the downloading order of
the objects on a web page. The utility function u(Ci,...,Cn) is capable of capturing the user's
preferences about diflFerent ways of downloading the objects.

In this paper, performance optimization involves a single user and a single unordered object-
based flow bandwidth-limited at some network location, most likely at the user's access line, at
the ISP's access point to the backbone, or at the ISP's peering points. The central problem is to
schedule the transmission of the objects in such a way that the utility function in (1) is maximized.
With respect to the OSI layered networking model, the optimization is restricted to the application
layer and the transport layer. All optimization occmrs at the edge of the network, i.e., the client and
the server. We do not consider optimization for the network routers. In our model, the network
bandwidth is allocated to the user according to some predefined policies to which the user has
no influence, for, to assume otherwise will necessarily involve the network layer. The allocated
bandwidth can be deterministic or random, and can be time-varying in the deterministic case.

When the performance measure is regular, there exists an optimal schedule that is work-
conserving and non-preemptive (See page 13 and 14 in [4]). A work-conserving scheduler is one
that may not stop when there are unfinished jobs in the system. In a non-preemptive scheduler,
once an object starts to be serviced, it will be completed before the scheduler services another
object. Since the class of work-conserving and non-preemptive schedules corresponds to the set of
all sequences of the n objects, the scheduling problem is equivalent to finding an optimal sequence
of the n objects.

The solution to the above optimization problem can be extended to the case of a single user
with multiple flows. Suppose the user is allocated a fixed bandwidth for all his flows. A reasonable
schedule is to optimize the total utility. When all flows aie object-based, the solution to the
single-flow problem applies. It is in general difficult for the user to completely specify the utility
functions for stream-based flows, since the utility function is defined on a function space of the
download process. When there is a mixture of object-based flows and stream-based flows, we
propose a sub-optimal approach to the problem with two levels of optimization. At the first level,
the user allocates a portion of his total bandwidth to each flow in real time. He can observe the
performance of each flow and change the allocation any time as he wishes. The utility function is
implicitly expressed in the choices the user makes about the bandwidth at a discrete set of time
instances. At the second level, single-flow optimization is applied to the unordered object-based
flows under the assigned bandwidth.

2 Choices of Utility Functions and Their Optimal Schedules

In this section, our objective is to discuss possible forms of the utility functions and their corre
sponding optimal schedules. The optimization problem formulated above belongs to the general
area of single machine scheduling. Let us assume the bandwidth // is a constant for the moment.
Let Si be the size of object i. Let pi be the transmission time for object i, i.e., pi = Si/p.



2.1 Practical Considerations for Choosing Utility Functions

By now we know the utility function for each object Vi(Ci) should be a non-increasing function. We
now discuss specific constraints in web object transfer that affect the choice of the utility functions.

2.1.1 Specifying Values of Utility Functions

In practice, a user faces two problems with specifying the utility functions. First, he needs to
decide on a large number of function values for every Ci and for every object i. Second, since
each value corresponds to an abstract notion of utility, he may find it impossible to determine
the value. Paradoxically, the user might find it more natural to assign a ranking directly to each
possible sequence of the objects, if he has the patience to enumerate the potentially large number
of possible sequences. On the other hand, a particular permutation can be the optimal schedule for
more than one utifity functions. This suggests that we can approximate the true utility functions
by simpler parametric functions and still derive optimal or near optimal permutation. We will later
discuss three functions that can approximate a non-increasing utility function.

2.1.2 Computational Complexity

Optimal object-sequencing problems are often NP-hard for even simple utility functions. Finding
polynomial-time approximation to the optimal solution can also be difficult. Due to the on-line
nature of web object transmission, weprefer utility functions that do not lead to NP-hard scheduling
problems or that have simple nearly-optimal solutions.

2.1.3 Feasibility of Real-time UCO

A user cannot specify his preference before the content of the web page is known, and it is not
possible to do so manually in real time after the content is revealed. Hence, only known objects
at known web sites can have pre-specified utility functions. The specification of utility functions is
intimately related to the issue of document representation (for example, using XML [5]), which is
an area of technology under switive development led by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
[6]. Suppose the key attributes ofobjects and web pages can be specified using the representation
technology, it is then possible for the user to define a set of policies, one for each class of objects
or web pages, based on which utility functions can be automatically generated when a web page is
retrieved. In this situation, the user's preferences can be communicated to the server in real time.
For example, for one class of web pages, the user's poHcy is to see something as soon as possible;
for another class of web pages, he may want to view some objects and not the others. In another
example, the user can specify that all images with size between 10KB and 50KB are retrieved
first. The integrationof utility function specification and document representation requires further
evaluation.

Instead of choosing a utility function for each object in real-time, one can take advantages of the
law of large numbers and schedule objects according to some "expected", therefore, static utility
functions. There are two large number phenomena in the current situation: the large number of
users and the large number of web pages. A given a web site can learn the average utility functions
based on observations on the behaviors of a large number of users. A user can choose a generic
utility function for each class of web pages based on his overall experiences with a large number



of web pages. In either case, the server or the user can define utility functions based on statistical
knowledge learned from experiences.

2.1.4 Granularity of Multiplexing

A peculiar characteristic of the current web documents is the large imbalance of the object sizes,
which can difier by orders of magnitude. Text objects can be as small as a few kilobytes and image
files can be as large as hundreds of kilobjdies. Large objects often dominate the transmission delay.
When large objects are present, choices are limited to improve user's perceived performance. On
the other hand, the optimal schedule or near optimal schedule can be foimd easily. For example,
schedule tens of kilobytes of text ahead of a large image can increase the utility of the text with
a slight decrease in the utility of the image file. Under most circumstances, this schedule is better
than the schedule that transmits the image first.

If a large object can further be divided into smaller objects and each of the smaller objects
can be scheduled separately, possibly subject to precedence constraint, we then have so-called fine
grained multiplexing. Through fine-grained multiplexing, the size imbalance of the web objects is
reduced and fine-grained transmission control and fine-grained UCO are possible. For example,
when multi-level encoding of images is possible, the user obtains certain utility for each coarse
copy he receives. As additional copies are received, the image quality improves, which brings the
user more value [7]. Fine-grained multiplexing depends crucially on the document encoding and
presentation schemes. An interesting question is what level of granularity brings user the most
value.

2.2 Constant Utility Function with Hard Deadline

In the traditional job scheduling problem, it iscommon for a job to have a deadline (or duedate) so
that costs can be associated with the violation of the deadline. We consider the following functions,

/.X _ J if0< t < di
0 otherwise

where Wi^s are positive numbers, representing the values of the objects. In this model, a utility Wi
is gained if the object is received before the deadline dj. Otherwise, the object becomes useless.
This utility function is more suitable for real-time media delivery than web browsing. Our problem
is to maximize The problem (minimization version) is proved to be NP-hard in
[8]. Lawler [9] shows a pseudo-polynomial solution based-on dynamic programming with time
complexity O(nT), where T = I3?=iPi- Fully polynomial time approximation algorithms were
found by [10] with time complexity 0(n^/€),where e is the desired relative accuracy of the solution
from the true optimal value. In summary, one can find a good approximate solution for this
optimization problem relatively easily. When all iwi's are equal, the problem is identical to the
problem of minimizing the number of tardy jobs, and can be solved by Moore and Hodgeson
algorithm [11] in polynomial time.

The concept of deadline for a web object can be problematic. A deadline for the transmission
of a web object may not have real significance. For example, a non-real time object has no hard
deadline; however, it is always preferable for it to arrive sooner. It is plausible that the time
requirement for interactivity (normally around 200 ms) can be used as the deadline. However, the



significance of this kind of deadline depends crucially on the transmission speed. If the link speed
is so low that the transmission time of the object far exceeds the its deadline, specifying such a
deadline appears to be pointless. Similarly, if we choose the values for the deadlines so large that
no deadline is violated by any permutation, then any permutation is an optimal schedule.

2.3 Exponential Utility Function

An exponential utility function takes the form of

Vi{t) — -]r Pi

where Oj > 0 and 7 > 0, giving a decaying function of t. Notice that piS play no role in determining
the optimal schedule. As long as all objects have to be processed, piS contribute the same constant
term for any permutation of the n objects, and they do not affect the optimality of the schedule.
Since we expect the value of an object eventually decays to zero, we can assume Pi = 0 for all
i. With this choice of pi^ ai can be interpreted as the initial value of the object, and I/7 can
be interpreted as a "soft" deadline. Unlike the constant function with a hard deadline, when the
deadline is violated by all permutations or when the deadline is satisfied by any permutation, the
exponential function still matters in the sense that most schedules are not optimal.

The optimal schedule is to sort {aie~'̂ ^*)/(1 — in decreasing order.
Proof: We use adjacent pair interchange argument. Suppose the optimal sequence is tt =

(1,2, ...,n). Take object i and «4-1 in the sequence. In the optimal schedule, object i starts to be
transmitted at time C7i_i, where we assume Co = 0. Startingwith the optimal sequence, switching
the position of object i and i + 1 decreases the utility ofobject i by

+ Pi) - + Pi) = (I -

and increases the utility of object i + 1 by

Since the sequence tt is optimal, the total change ofutility should be non-positive. Therefore,

- e-T'P'+i) -f < 0

Equivalently,

1 - ~ 1 - e'T'P'+i

•

One potential drawback with the exponential function is that a single parameter 7 is used for
all objects. That is, all objects have the same deadline.

2.4 Linear Utility Function

Let the utility of each object i be.

Vi(t) = Pi- ait



where aj > 0, and A ^ 0 for all i. In one interpretation, the value of object i starts at at time 0
and decreases linearly with the reception time at a slope ai. The optimal schedule is to transmit
objects in the increasing order of pi/ai. It has a time complexity O(nlogn). Since

n n

max - ^i^i) = - min- A) (2)
i=l i=l

the optimization objective is in effect to minimize the sum of weighted completion time. In the
traditional scheduling terminology, the optimal schedule is called Weighted Shortest Processing
Time (WSPT) schedule, which is a generalization of the SPT schedule. In this traditional view,
the ttt's can be interpreted as the weights assigned to the objects. Note that are irrelevant for
finding the optimal schedule.

It is well known that the SPT schedule is optimal for a variety of performance measures [11]
[4]. Suppose each object i has a deadline dj. Define Li = Ci —di to be the lateness of object i,
Ti = max{Ci - di,0} to be the tardiness^ and N(t) to be the number ofunfinished objects by time t.
The SPT schedule minimizes the mean lateness, L, and the mean number of unfinished objects, N.
Moreover, if all objects have the same deadline, the SPT schedule minimizes the mean tardiness,
T. If it is impossible for any object to be on time in any sequence, then T is minimized by the SPT
schedule; if the SPT schedule yields no objects on time, then it minimizes T.

In the special context of web object transfer, the SPT schedule has many more advantages.

• It is suitable in many situations when the notion of due dates and values of the objects are
vague.

• Given a fix time, it completes more objects than any other scheduler. This is especially
beneficial when a page consists ofmany small objects and oneor a few large objects, because
the large objects are pushed to the end of the transmission sequence and most objects will
arrive during the early period of the transfer session.

• It isfriendly to fine-grained encoding ofdocument. For instance, in the case ofmulti-resolution
encoding, the size ofthe lower resolution object issmall, andcan arrive early andbedisplayed
quickly. It possible that, in many situations, most of the value is delivered to the user at this
point.

• Users do not need to specify any utility functions.

We will have more to say about the performance of the SPT schedule in a later section. Many
of the advantages of the SPT schedule extend to the WSPT schedule, making the linear utility
function the most interesting one.

3 Linear Utility Function - A Detailed View

In this section, we look at the linear utility function in more complex but practical situations and
show the simplicity of the optimal schedules.



3.1 Linear Utility Function and Precedence Constraint

Up to now, we have assumed no precedence constraint among objects. In other words, any per
mutation of the objects gives rise to a valid transmission sequence. It turns out that, for a large
class of precedence constraint, the optimal schedule for linear utility functions has polynomial-time
algorithms . Typically, precedence constraint is represented on a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
G = (AT, A), in which each node i € N represents an object and each arc (i,j) 6 A represents
the precedence constraint that object i must be processed before object j. It can be shown that
scheduling under precedence constraint that taJces the form of a series-parallel DAG can be solved
by a polynomial-time algorithm [12]. The precise definition of a series-parallel DAG can be found
in [12]. The class of series-parallel digraph is large enough to include chains, outtrees, where every
node has no more than one predecessor, and intrees, where every node has no more than one suc
cessor. By definition, the series or parallel compositions of the above three types of DAGs are also
series-parallel.

We argue that the class of series-parallel DAG is adequate to represent precedence constraint
at different levels of granularity for the web objects. We start with the coarsest level where each
web object is a complete image, audio or video file, or text, etc. In other words, each web object
has well defined semantic boundary. At this level, the number of objects on a typical web page
is small, and the precedence relations among objects are typically simple, maybe taking the form
ofchains, outtrees and intrees in parallel. At a finer granularity, each of the above objects can be
further divided into smaller objects. Let us call a set ofobjects originated firom the same larger
object an object group. If the precedence constraint among these finer objects ineach object group
can be represented by series-parallel DAGs, then the precedence constraints among all objects can
be represented by a series-parallel DAG.

3.2 Linear Utility Function and Random Transmission Times

In the previous sections, we have assumed the transmission time ofeach object is a constant. In
this section, we consider the case where the transmission times are random variables. Given the n
fixed-sized objects to be transmitted, the transmission times can be random due to a few factors.
For instance, the bandwidth in the transmission pipe can be modeled as a random variable. The
random delay in the network is also part of the transmission time. Another situation is when a
packet is lost in the network, retransmission of the lost packet will take additional random amount
of time.

Let us denote therandom transmission orprocessing time ofobject i by Xj, z= 1,2,...,n, which
are not necessarily independent of each other. Since the object completion times are random,
the objective is to schedule the n objects in order to optimize the expected utihty. Unlike the
deterministic scheduling case, we need to consider two classes ofscheduling policies inthestochastic
case.

Definition 3.1 [13]In a non-preemptive static policy, the complete schedule is determined at
time 0, and will not change for the entire processing session of the n objects. Non-preemption has
the usual meaning.

Definition 3.2 In a non-preemptive dynamic policy, every time the server is free, the next
object to be transmitted is determined using all the currently available information. Non-preemption
has the usual meaning.
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The reason to make the above distinction is that the stochastic process {XiyX2, yields
more information as they are observed, and therefore, the dynamic policy corresponds to a larger
classes of scheduling algorithms than the static policy. It is shown in [13] that the sequencing
rule that follows the increasing order of EXijoLi maximizes the expected value of the linear utility
function in the class of non-preemptive static policies and in the class of non-preemptive dynamic
policies.

The optimality of the above sequencing rule goes further. It can be shown that it is optimal
also in the class of preemptive dynamic policies when all distributions of the processing times have
increasing completion rate [13], where the completion rate of object i, Ci(t), is defined by

l-Fi(t)

Here, we assume that the processing time of object i, Xi, is a continuous random variable with
distribution Fi and density /j.

In the deterministic model, the processing time of object i is simply pi = Si/fi, where (jl is the
constant bandwidth. In the case of random transmission times, it is not a trivial task for the server
to know the processing time distributions, which is essential for forming the optimal schedule. We
hope to leverage on the only piece of information that is certain, the object sizes. Suppose the
processing time distributions are such that the expected processing times are in agreement with
the object sizes, i.e.,

FXp _ Sp . V
EXq Sq ^^

for any pair of p, g G {1,2, ...,n}. Then, in the case of the linear utility function, the sequence that
follow the increasing order of Si/ai is optimal for both the deterministic case and the stochastic
case in the class of non-preemptive static or dynamic policies.

It is reasonable to believe that the condition in (3) can be satisfied in many realistic situations.
We propose the following model to justify this. Suppose the basic transmission unit is a packet
of a fixed size, and suppose the processing times for packets are independently and identically
distributed. Consider two objects p and q. Let Zp, Zq be the processing times for the packet
for object p and q, respectively. Let Sp and Sq be the sizes of the objects in number of packets for
object p and q, respectively. Then, the total processing times are Xp = Z^ and Xq =
and condition in (3) is satisfied.

3.3 Linear Utility Function and Time-Varying Bandwidth

Suppose the bandwidth is deterministic but time varying and piece-wise continuous, denoted by
/i(t), and suppose the size of the n objects are fixed. It is still true that, for a regular utility
function, there exists an optimal schedule that is (i) work-conservingand (ii) non-preemptive, (iii)
The optimal sequence in general depends on the bandwidth trajectory. For many utility functions,
the scheduling problem becomes very hard, (iv) For linear utility functions with identical slope, an
optimal schedule is to order the objects by their sizes in increasing order, which is independent of
the bandwidth trajectory. We will give justifications for these claims.

Suppose that in an optimal schedule, the server has a period of inactivity from time ti to ^2-
Then, eliminating the inactive gap by moving all objects scheduled after time t2 ahead does not
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decrease the utility, since the utility function is non-increasing in the reception times. This proves

(i).
Now, suppose TT is a work-conserving optimal schedule, in which object i is preempted by other

objects before its completion. Let f/ be the completion time of object i in tt. Let Sj be the size of
object i and define

rtf
t* =sup{t: J fi{T)dT = St}

Let TT* be the new schedule in which object i starts service at time t* and ends at Complete or
partial objects that preempt Hn tt are moved ahead without changing their relative orders, filling
the void left by object i. The new schedule tt* is at least as good as tt, and hence is also optimal.
This procedure can be repeated for each object to get an optimal non-preemptive schedule, and
hence, (ii).

To show (iii), consider a case with two objects. Let the size si = 5 and S2 = 10. The utility
function for each object is defined as follows.

. . _ J 10 if 0<t <3
I 0 otherwise

V2(t) = 20 —2t

Let the schedule tt^ = {1,2} and = {2,1}. Consider a bandwidthtrajectory = 5. The total
utilitygained from each schedule is: p(7r^) = 24 and p(7r^) = 26. Hence, tt^ is the optimal sequence.
Consider another bandwidth trajectory = 2.5. In this case, = 18 and p(7r^) = 12.
Hence, tt^ is the optimal sequence.

Now suppose all objects have a linear utility function of the form Ut(<) = A ~ Qitt, where a, > 0
and A ^ 0. Given a fixed bandwidth trajectory and an optimal sequence tt, let us suppose
object i and j are adjacent in tt and i proceeds j. Let i starts service at time ti, ends service at <2
and let j ends service at Let tt' be a sequence with object j and i interchanged. In 7r', object
j starts service at ti and ends service at object i ends service at <3. Since tt is optimal, we
must have,

ait2 + ajtz < 0Ljt2 + Qitz

which yields,

hzA < (4)
Oft otj

Let us denote pi(t) as the service time for object i when it ends service at time t. We then have

= ^3 —̂ 2 stud Pj(tz) = ts —^2- Suppose all af's are identical. Then, (4) becomes

Vi(h)<Pj(h) (5)

Since at any time t, Sj < Sj if and only iipi{t) < Pj(t)^ it suffices to sequence the n objects according
to the increasing order of their sizes. This demonstrates (iv).

When ttt's are not identical, optimal sequencing seems to be a very difficult problem. The
condition in (4) is only necessary but not sufficient for optimality. The following algorithm can
find us a "locally" optimal sequence in the sense that the resulting sequence cannot be improved
by exchanging positions of two neighboring objects.
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Let tn be the completion time for the entire transfer session. The last object to be transmit
ted, denoted by 7r(n), should have the largest value of pf(t„)/at of all objects. Suppose we have
determined the last k objects to be transmitted, 7r(n—A: + 1), 7r(n—A; -I- 2),..., 7r(n —l),7r(n). Let
tn-k+i be the completion time of object 7r(n - A; + 1). Then, tn-k = ^n-ife+i - P7r(n-ife+i)(*n-fc+i)
is the starting time of object 7r(n —A; -H 1). Then, the (n — object, 7r(n —A;), should have the
largest value Pi(tn-k)Ioci among the remaining objects yet to be scheduled. The total running time
is O(n^) for this algorithm, where n is the number objects.

In reality, the complete bandwidth trajectory may not be known ahead of time. In that case,
one can modify the above algorithm as follows. After finishing transmission of an object at time
t, the object with the sm^lest value of among all remaining objects is chosen for the next
transmission, where p(f) is the bandwidth at time t. The modified algorithm also applies when the
bandwidth is random but with unknown statistics.

4 Quantitative Evaluation of SPT Schedule

The previous sections mainly establish the optimality of the WSPT schedule in a variety of sit
uations. In this section, let us assume all objects have equal weight and evaluate quantitatively
the improvement of the SPT schedule over a random schedule. To model the case where a user
retrieves a random page with n objects, let us suppose the transmission times of the objects are
independent and identical random variables drawn firom a distribution F, We will consider two
distributions: the exponential distribution and the Pareto distribution. For each realization of
the transmission times, we apply the SPT schedule and the random schedule, which simply trans
mits the n objects in the order they are given. The performance criteria is the expected mean
completion time ECn = ^ E?=i We use C„ as the mean completion time to emphasize its
dependence on n, the number of objects. We already know that SPT schedule minimizes C„, and
therefore, ECn- Let Xi,^*2, ...,Xn be the transmission times for the objects. Let X^f.) be the k^^
order statistics of {Xi,X2,...,Xn], i.e., < ^"(2) < ... < l^be case of SPT schedule,

i + l)X(i)/n. Let the transmission bandwidth yit be 1 so that the file size and
the transmission time coincide.

4.1 Exponential Transmission Times

Suppose each Xi is distributed exponentially with mean l/i^, for i = 1,2, ...,n. The first moment
of any order statistics has a closed-form expression (see page 49 in [14]).

BX(k) =-y, ^ (6)

for A: = 1,2, ...,n. It can be shown that, for SPT schedule,

EqSPT _ 11+51
" A V

(7)

For the random schedule
^ (8)
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The expected mean completion time in the SPT schedule is about half of that in the random
schedule. Since the reception time for the last object is the same in both schedules, it must be
true that some other objects arrive earlier in the SPT schedule. In fact, for each realization of
transmission times, SPT schedule finishes more objects than any other schedule at any time. The
user may feel objects arrive faster in the SPT schedule.

It is not surprising that, in both schedules, ECn is linear in the number of objects, as the
expected duration of the entire transfer session also increases linearly with the number of objects.
In the case of fine-grained multiplexing, suppose each object is further divided into m smaller and
identical objects. The mean size of each smaller object becomes l/(mi/). Hence, ECn is not afiiected
by fine-grained multiplexing for large n.

4.2 Pareto Transmission Times

Previous statistical studies on the web file sizes and on the sizes of actual http transfers give strong
indication that the object sizes have heavy-tail distribution [15]. In this subsection, we will assume
the object sizes have Pareto distribution with c.d.f. F(x) = 1 — where x > K and a > 0.
For our purpose, we further require a > 1, in which case the mean of the distribution exists and is
equal to The first moments of the order statistics for the transmission times are, (see page 50
in [14])

PY - r(n-<; + l-l/a)g
(n-fc)! r(n + l-l/a)

for fc = 1,2,..., n. In the above, for s > 0, the gamma function is defined by,

x^s—1.rr(«) = /
Jo

We will evaluate ECn numerically for a few realistic cases. In case 1, we pick a = 1.1 and K = ICQ
(bytes) for the Pareto distribution. In this case, the mean object size is 1100 bytes. In case 2, we
pick a = 1.5 and K = 100, and the resulting mean object size is 300 bytes. The expected mean
completion times ECn for the SPT schedule and the random schedule are shown in figure 1 and
figure 2 for the two cases. The values for ECn are approximately linear in n. In the first case, SPT
schedule has a much smaller value for ECn than the random schedule, withEC^^ « ~EC^^^.
In the second case, EC^^ ~ ^EC^^^^. The improvement ofSPT schedule depends on the actual
statistics of the object sizes.

To understand how the performance improvement of the SPT schedule depends on the parame
ters for the Pareto distribution, we resort to an asymptotic theorem regarding linear combinations
of order statistics, found in [16]. Let us define Sn = Cn/(»^ + 1), and a function J(u) = 1 —u,
for 0 < u < 1. Then, Sn = ^ SPT schedule. Theorem 3 in [16] says, if
E\ Xi\ <00 and J{u) is bounded and continuous, then as n ^ oo, ESn 6(J,F), wWe

0{J^F) = r J{u)F-^(u)du = r xJ{F(x))dF{x) (10)
Jo J-oo

When F(x) is Pareto, it is easy to show

e{J,F) =
aK

2a-1
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Figure 2: K = 100, a = 1.5

Hence, for large n, grows approximately linearly with n + 1 at a slope 9{J,F). As a 4- 1,
i.e., as the distribution becomes more heavy-tailed, the slope approaches iiC; as a oo, the slope
approaches K/2. Inthe random schedule, = 2(a-i) As a 4-1, its slope approaches
oo; as q; —)• 00, its slope approaches K/2.

A useful figure ofmerit canbe defined by7 = ECn^/EC^^^, which is approximately
for large n. As the file size becomes more and more heavy-tailed, the expected mean completion
time for the SPT schedule becomes an increasingly smaller fraction of that for the random schedule.
This is in sharp contrast with the case of exponential file sizes where the same ratio, approximately
1/2, does not depend on the parameters of the distribution. As examples for the Pareto case, for
a = 1.5 or 1.1, 7 = 1/2 or 1/6, respectively. These numbers are in agreement with figure 1 and
figure 2. The figures also indicates that the approximation by the asymptotic result becomes fairly
accurate for small n.

Since 0 < J() < 1, from (10), we know

e(j,F)< r
J—f

xdF{x) = EXi

Hence, if we keep the mean file size the same, the worst case distribution in terms of the expected
mean completion time is the deterministic distribution.
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Let us try to understand some peculiar features of the Pareto transmission times. Among n
independently and identically distributed Pareto random variables, the mayimmn is a special one.
This can be seen by looking at the quantity for 1 < < n. By using (9) and the
familiar

r(s + 1) = sr(s) for s > 0

we get,

_ n-k
EX(^k) n —k —lja

As q; 4- 1, EX^n)IEX{n_i) increases to infinity. On the other hand, EXfj^^i^^/EX^k) < 2 for
1 < < n —1, and for most values of the ratio is in fact close to 1. In other words, the value of
EX^k) increases very slowly except for the last few k. It has a sudden upward jump ai k = n.

Depending on a, the expectation for the maximal value can be significantly greater than that
for any other order statistics. For the values of a and K that are relevant to our problem and
when n is not so large, the maximum is often larger than or comparable to the sum of the rest
random variables. For instance, when K = 100, a = 1.1 and n = 50, EX^n^ = 36839 and
^ ^(i) —18160. We are led to consider an even simpler schedule: move the largest object to
the last position and leave the rest of objects where they were. We call this schedule Largest-To-
Last (LTL). It is expected to perform well when the object sizes are very heavy-tailed and when
the number of objects is not so large. To quantify its performance, note that

Ea = kt,kE[Xk\X,<X^„^] +EX^„^)
k=2

(11)

(11) is valid for any distributions for which the expectations are defined. It indicates that the LTL
schedule shouldgreatly improve over the random schedule when the maximum is comparableto the
sum, which is often the case for the web documents. Table 1 shows the performance comparison
for the three schedulers. When the number of objects is less than 50, the LTL scheduler is nearly
optimal.

Table 1: Performance comparison for SPT, LTL and random schedulers

a n
Ec^tl

1.1 10 1925 2199 6050

50 5592 9999 28050

100 10175 21321 55550

1.5 10 975 1084 1650

50 3975 5864 7650
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4.3 Experimentation

In the performance analysis for the object transmission schedules, we have assumed that the mean
completion time is a reasonable performance measure for typical users. With this performance
measure, the advantage of the SPT schedule over the random schedule is fairly compelling. One
may wonder if the improvement of this performance measure corresponds to perceived performance
improvement during the actual browsing session. We have conducted some experiments to verify
this. In the experiments, we randomly draw a number of objects from a repository of objects and
display them. The objects are mainly GIF or JPEG images collected from our Web browser's disk
cache. It is reasonable to believe that their size variation is typical, i.e., following the true distribu
tion of object sizes in web pages. To emulate the transmission delay due to the finite bandwidth,
we artificially delay the display of each object according to the bandwidth setting and the object
size. In om: experiment, the bandwidth can take values from the 28.8 Kbps modem speed to 10
Mbps. In each experiment run, we keep the bandwidth constant. The objects selected are displayed
according to the SPT schedule, and then, according to the random schedule for comparison. We
have perceived noticeable performance improvement with the SPT schedule, particularly at the
small bandwidth values. Even at 1.5 Mbps or higher, data transfer according to the SPT schedule
typically appears much more responsive than the random schedule, giving the user a more pleasant
feeling. Interested readers can find the experiment at [17].

5 Proxy-based Implementation of UCO within HTTP

5.1 Overview

At the present, TCP and UDP are the standard transport protocol, and HTTP [18] [19] is the
standard application protocol that web browsers use to communicate with web servers. In order to
verify that UCO can be integrated with HTTP and to gain some insights into the implementation
and deployment of UCO, we built a prototype for user-centric web browsing. This prototype serves
both as a feasibility proof for UCO within the HTTP framework and a visual proof that UCO
increases users' satisfaction in web browsing.

HTTP is a request-response protocol. In a typical scenario, a client wishing to "open" an URL
initiates a new TCP connection to the server and issues an HTTP GET request for the specified
URL. Upon receiving the request, the server replies with an HTTP header informing the client of the
request status, followed by the content of the requested resource. In HTTP/1.0, the connection is
usually closed immediately unless the Keep-Alive option is used. HTTP/1.1 allows the same TCP
connection to be reused for multiple requests. Most web sites are organized as pages hyperlinked
to each other. Each page is represented by a base HTML with anchors pointing to zero or more
embedded objects. Embedded objects range from images to audio and video clips. In the rest of
the paper, we will focus on optimizing the download of images only.

Implementing UCO in HTTP imposes restrictions on the kinds of optimizations that are pos
sible. Because HTTP runs on top of TCP, which holds out-of-order data to guarantee in-order
delivery, unnecessary delay is introduced. Moreover, HTTP requests usually have the granular
ity of a file; re-ordering can therefore happen only at the coarse granularity of a file. Although
HTTP/1.1 allows requests for a particular range of bytes of an URL, the lack of a fiexible, mean
ingful naming scheme makes it difficult for clients to make requests at a granularity finer than an
URL.
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5.1.1 Location of the Object Scheduler

The determination of the schedule can be at either the server or the client. In the client-based
approach, the client requests different objects in the order that maximizes user satisfaction, and
the server serves requests in a first-come-first-serve(FCFS) fashion. If the server does not preserve
a FCFS order, the client can still enforce a particular order by allowing no more than one HTTP
request outstanding at anytime. This, however, reduces efficiency because requests cannot be
pipelined to hide the network latency.

In the server-based approach, the client requests the embedded objects as usual, but the server
is allowed to return objects in an order different from the request order. This model is incompat
ible with HTTP/1.1 because, by default, the client issues all of its requests over the same TCP
connection to the HTTP server, and the server must send its responses to those requests in the
same order that the requests were received. In HTTP/1.0, a client usually opens one connection
per object. The server then has the freedom to choose the order in which the requests are served.
In this approach, the client needs to describe and inform the server about its preferences over the
objects.

In the spirit of UCO, it seems that the actual scheduling should be at the client because it
knows about the user's preferences. On the other hand, the server knows about the content of the
web pages. The client-based approach scales better than the server-based approach because the
computation of the optimal schedule is done by the clients. In the rest of the paper, we focus on
the client-based approach.

5.1.2 Meta-information

Regardless of the mechanism used to enforce a particular schedule, the client normally needs to
obtain enough information about each of the objects to be downloaded before an optimal schedule
can be determined. This piece of required information affects neither the content nor the pre
sentation of the object; it is only used to carry out the cost-benefit analysis for determining the
optimal download order. We call this piece of information the meta-information about an object.
The exact data included in the meta-information depends on the specific utility function chosen.
However, the size of the object, the media type, and the semantic importance of the object should
be included. It is desirable for the client to receive the meta-information for each object as soon as
possible. At the earliest, the client can request it at the same time the HTML file is requested.

Without modifying the HTTP, there are at least two options for setting up the meta-information.
One is to embed meta-information directly in the HTML file and encode it as attribute name and
value pairs in the HTML tags. This scheme requires extending ciurent HTML specification. We
can invent new attributes for an <IMG> tag to store the object size, media type, and semantic
importance. An image tag might look like the following:

<IMG src="http://www.xy2.coin/abc.jpg" ... object_size="1134Bytes"
media_type="gif" semantic_importance="high">

Another option is to store meta-information associated with all embedded objects of an HTML
file in a dedicated file whose name can be easily derived from the name of the HTML file. For
example, we can name the meta-information file by appending ".meta-info" to the name of the
HTML file. Placing meta-information in separate files requires no changes to the HTML specifi
cation. Under this scheme, only those clients who knows about the existence of meta-information
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request it.

One major complexity of user-centric web browsing is to develop a rich, yet compact, summary
of the semantic information of objects. There have been major efforts to develop a new language
called XML for authoring web pages in a way that separates the semantics of a page from the
representation of a page [5]. XML has language structures that allow machines to more easily
extract semantic information from web pages. Therefore, XML can potentially be a solution to the
problem.

While setting up the meta-information normally requires human intervention, certain meta-
information such as object (file) sizes can be generated automatically by the computer. In this
case, the meta-information can either be derived when a client requests the web page or when
the HTML file is modified. The former has the added advantage that it works even if the page is
dynamically generated. Whenever the URL corresponding to the meta-information file is requested,
a special CGI program is started to extract the meta-information from the relevant objects and to
return them to the client.

5.2 Proxy-based Implementation Strategy

In order to implement the client-based approach to UCO, the web browser should be able to

1. retrieve meta-information automatically at the time when the HTML file is requested;

2. collect user-preferences;

3. compute the optimal object download schedule;

4. enforce a download order that matches the optimal schedule.

Server software does not need to be changed, but should provide meta-information about the objects
by either adding extra attributes in the HTML files, or by serving special meta-information files.

At the client side, the straightforward approach to deploying user-centric web browsing is to
implement a brand new browser or modify existing browsers. However, at this proof-of-concept
stage, the initial overhead is still substantial. For the piurpose of rapid development and quick
testing, we have chosen a proxy-based implementation at the client side. It turns out that the
idea is fairly general, because we can use the proxy for both object scheduling and for inferring
the meta-information. This approach allows us to carry out UCO even without the support of
the content provider or the server. Hence, the proxy-based implementation also serves as one of
the possible migration paths for deploying UCO. We have developed some heuristic for inferring
meta-information for images from the structure of the base HTML file. More details are given in
section 5.3.1

5.2.1 Client-Support by Proxy

Item 1 to 4 can be achieved by using a client-side HTTP proxy that runs on the same machine as the
browser. When the browser requests for a base HTML file of a web page, the proxy automatically
requests the associated meta-information file from the server assuming that the meta-information
is stored in separate files (or equivalently, referenced by a different URL.) If the meta-information
is stored directly within the HTML file, the proxy needs only to extract such information. Thus,
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item 1 is achieved. Item 2 can be achieved by defining a set of special URLs that are intercepted
and serviced by the proxy directly. For example, we can stipulate that all requests of the form:

http: //localhost/proxy-user-interface-service/optionname

are serviced by the proxy. The proxy can return HTML forms for the user to view and configure
his preferences within a browser window. These special URLs can be organized as hierarchical
bookmarks in much the same way nested menus are organized in browsers. Given the meta-
information and user preferences, the client-side proxy can easily accomplish item 3. Item 4 requires
the client to cooperate with the chent-side proxy. The proxy must not allow the client to use a
persistent connection or the Keep-Alive option in HTTP. Otherwise, the client will only open one
connection to the proxy. As a result, the proxy cannot affect the order of object download because
it must retiurn objects in the same order as the requests. The proxy can avoid this situation by
pretending to be either HTTP/1.0 compliant only or by not supporting persistent connections.
Note that persistent connection should be implemented by all HTTP/1.1 compliant proxies, but is
not required.

Since proxies do not have any control over the browsers, the proxy-based approach has some
limitations in the types of possible optimization. First, the proxy cannot capture user events that
may be helpful in dynamically estimating the utilities of objects. For example, the proxy cannot
find out which region of a web page is cmrently visible, and is unable to load the on-screen objects
first. Second, the proxy cannot request and return an image that, it believes, has a high utility
until the client explicitly requests it. Third, to allow proxy enough freedom for object re-ordering,
the client should open as many connections and issue as many simultaneous requests as possible to
the proxy. Unfortimately, most popular web browsers artificially limit the number of simultaneous
connections to a hard-coded small number, usually four. Nonetheless, writing special proxies is still
the easiest solution to implementing UCO because it allows us to focus on download ordering by
insulating us from the immense complexity of parsing HTML, executing inline scripts, laying out
page properly, and interacting with user events.

5.3 The Design of Proxy

The operations of the proxy axe shown in Figure 3. Because web pages currently do not provide any
explicit meta-information, our prototype tries to infer the meta-information from the base HTML
file. In most cases, the information stored in HTML files gives the client enough hints to infer the
role of images. Once the role of an image (e.g. menu, thumnail, decoration, or advertisement) is
determined, a utility value is assigned to the image according to its role. In principle, the size of the
file can also be inferred from the on-screen dimension of the image. At the present, our prototype
does not have this capability. Our proxy enforces an image-download schedule in descending order
of images' utility values. All of the above steps are carried out transparently to the browser. The
client-side proxy resides on the same machine as the client.

5.3.1 Heuristic for Image Classification

In this section, we will examine the image-classification algorithm in details. In particular, we try
to understand why it is possible to infer the roles of images in the first place. The goal of the
classification algorithm is to determine which of the following categories best describes each image.
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Figure 3: Operational steps of UCO prototype

Table 2: Image categories

Category Description

1. Menu an image that is a part of or an entire navigation menu for a
web site

2. Thumbnail a small image that is a link to a high-resolution version of
the same image

3. Decoration an image for decoration purposes only and has little or no
semantic importance

4. Advertisements an image used for advertising purposes
5. Button an image used as a button for submitting data to the server
6, Photos an image that conveys significant semantic information
7. General Links a graphical representation of a link
0. Other an image of unknown nature
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In order to infer the role of an image in a web page, we must look beyond the URL of the
embedded image. The key to successful classification rehes on the ability to extract relevant infor
mation fi:om the context in which the image is embedded. For instance, firom the context of the
image reference within the HTML, we can find out if an image is a hyperlink. The fact that an
image is a hyperlink tells us it is unlikely to be a decoration image.

The heuristic one chooses can be arbitrarily complex. However, in practice, even some simple
rules are already very useful. Here are some information we can extract firom an HTML file that
can help us infer the purpose of an image in a page.
File Extension GIF files usually have .gif as an extension and axe mostly used for computer-
generatedgraphics. JPEG files have the . jpg or . jpeg extensions and are goodfor continuous-tone
pictures. The JPEG files are likely to be photos that carry important semantic information.
Link URL Some images serve as hyperlinks. The structure of the link URL gives us valuable
information about the image itself. This URL

http://cnn.com/event.ng/Type=click&ProfileID=1021&RunID=19077&AdID=14352&
GroupID=369&FainilyID=3095&TagValues=434.435.487.1009.1696&Redirect=http: 7.
2Fy,2Fadcenter. in2. com7,2Fcgi-bin72Fclick. cgiy,3Ftid=154277,26cid=about-home2
-468x60y.26hid=cnny.26time=1999.11.18.6.25.42.0

is the link URL of an image on a CNN web page. We can recognize from the URL that it is a
computer generated URL pointing to a CGI program that redirects the users to a difierent site
when they click on the image. Typically, the web site displaying an advertisement image embeds
its identity and the destination URL directly in the image URL, so that the destination server
can properly credit the referring web site for redirecting users. Although different companies
have different naming scheme for tracking referrer web sites, the characteristics of the link URL
of an advertisement can hardly be mistaken. More generally, if the link URL points to a site
from a different domain than the domain that hosts the HTML file, the image is likely to be an
advertisement.

Dimension Though not required, most web sites nowadays put the dimension of an image file in
the HTML. The original purpose for this is to help the browser to quickly format the page without
retrieving all the images first. The following is an example of image tag:

<IMG SRC="http://www.xy2.coin/foo.gif" WIDTH=600 HEIGHT=3>

One can easily infer from the dimensionthat this imagemust be a graphical page separator. Indeed,
many buttons and ad banners tend to fall within a certain range of aspect ratio and dimensions.
USEMAP Attribute An <IMG> tag has an optional attribute that allows an image to be used as
an image map. Depending on the location of a click within the image botmdary, the user is directed
to different URLs. An image map is usually used to implement a navigational menu, e.g.,

<IMG SRC="image/nav_top.gif" WIDTH=466 HEIGHT=24 BGRDER="0" USEMAP="#nav_top">

Form Submission Buttons Another common tag besides IMG that contains an image is the
INPUT tag. It can specify an image in place of the familiar grey rectangular pushdown button.
An example of it would be:

<INPUT TYPE=image SRC="/ureg/generic/en/signin_button.gif" WIDTH=55 HEIGHT=23
B0RDER=0>
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Therefore, those buttons used for submitting data for query or other purposes can be easily recog
nized.

Other Hints The alternative description text (i.e. the ALT attribute) can provide additional
information about the image. In most cases, web page designers do not include ALT attribute if
the image has little semantic importance. The occurrence pattern of an image is another useful
clue that one can exploit. Unlike important phrases that tend to appear over and over again in an
article, important images rarely repeat within the same page. Decorative images such as arrows
and bullets, however, tend to appear at various places within the same page.

5.3.2 Implementation Details

The proxy is implemented in Perl5. We choose Perl because it has excellent support for pattern
matching which is essential for parsing HTML pages. The main body of the proxy is an infinite
loop, as shown in figure 4.

begin Open the proxy server socket to listen for incoming connections from clients.
while (TRUE)

Wait for AT seconds for incoming connection(s)
if at least one incoming request is waiting

then

Accept the connection for the request
Read the request URL
Keep the connection open

else

if there is at least one accepted request waiting to be serviced
then

Service the request with the highest utility
if URL type is HTML

then Parse the HTML file and store URLs for all embedded images
Classify each image as one of the eight categories
Estimate the utility of the image and store it in table

fi

else Sleep until new requests come in.
fi

fi

end

end

Figure 4: Pseudo-code for client-side proxy

The most critical step in computing the optimal download schedule is to estimate the utility
of each image. This process involves parsing the HTML file, inferring the role of each image, and
finally assigning a utility value to each image. In our prototype proxy, we used a 5-step process:
Step 1 Parse the HTML file using a publicly available HTML parser, called the HTML::Parser
module, written in Perl [20].
Step 2 Filter out all tags that contains embedded image (i.e. <IMG> and <INPUT> tags).
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Step 3 For eadhi instance of <IMG> and <INPUT> we gather the following meta-information that
describes an image:

Tag Name of the tag, which is either IMG or INPUT
HTML URL URL of the web page that contmns this image
Image URL URL of the image file
Link URL URL of the link ^ (if the image is a link)
Width Width of the image on the screen
Height Height of the image on the screen
ALT text Text description of an image embedded in the HTML

Step 4 Use heuristic to classify the image as one of the eight categories listed in Table 2. Each
heuristic rule is a function that takes in the meta-information of an image and returns a category
name. Each rule is invoked in a predefined order until one returns an answer or until all rules have
been tried. If none of the rules matches, "other" is returned.

1. if TAG equals "INPUT", return "Button".

2. if USEMAP attribute is present, return "Menu".

3. if file extension of the link URL is "JPEG" or "GIF", return "Thumbnail".

4. if domain name of HTML URL ^ domain name of link URL, return "Ad".

5. if link URL is longer than 160 characters, return "Ad".

6. ifwidth < 10 ^or height < 10 oraspect ratio^ < 0.1 or aspect ratio> 10, return "Decoration".

7. if width < 15 and height < 15, return "Decoration".

8. if width < 100 and height < 40 and aspect ratio > 4, return "Menu".

9. if file extension of the image URL is "JPEG" return "Photo".

10. if image area > 30000 pixels and 0.5 < aspect ratio < 4.0, then return "Photo".

11. if image has a link, return "General Link".

12. retmrn "Other".

Step 5 Once an image is classified as belonging to one of the categories, it can be assigned a utility
value. Currently, the utility of an image is a fixed value assigned to each difierent category. In our
prototype, we ignore the size difierences of images, and hence, the images axe assigned download
priority based on their utility values. This mapping fi:om category to utility should take into con
sideration the preferences of the individual user. The mapping that we used for our experiments is
as follows.

^The link URL is the one URJj that the browser goes to when the user clicks on the image.
^AU dimensions are measured in pixels.
^Aspect ratio equals width divided byheight.
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Category of Image Utihty

Menu 8

Thumbnail 7

Photo 6

Button 5

General Link 4

Other 3

Decoration 2

Ad 1

5.4 Experiments with Proxy

We ran a set of preliminary experiments to evaluate our prototype. The first experiment was to
test if we can infer the role of an image in an HTML file. We ran our classification algorithm over
pages from several popular web sites. The objective was less of trying to find a set of sophisticated
heuristic that would classify images well. Instead, we wanted to see whether an HTML file contains
enough hints that allow us to infer the role of an image before it is downloaded.

We first save a copy of the CNN, ABC News and Cornell University home pages as HTMLs.
Second, we run a Perl script that implements the classification algorithm described in Section 5.3.2
to infer the role of each image. Next, we look at the images and decide which of the eight categories
each of the images fits best. Admittedly, this step is highly subjective. Finally, we compare the
classification given by the Perl script vs. what we give.

Table 3: Experimental results for the classification algorithm

ABC News CNN Cornell

Image Category Cor / Tot Cor / Tot Cor / Tot

Thumbnail 0/0 0/0 0/0
Menu 2/2 2/2 0/0
Decoration 11/13 6/6 1/1
Advertisements 2/2 7/9 2/2
Button 0/0 2/2 0/0
Photos 2/2 2/5 2/2
General Links 9/10 5/10 6/6
Other 2/2 0/0 4/7

Total 28/31 24/34 15/18
(Percentage) 90.3% 70.6% 83.3%

Table 3 shows the number of correctly classified images, denoted by "Cor", out of the total
number of images, denoted by "Tot". As seen fi:om the results, the classification algorithm works
quite well even with simple heuristic. Currently, we do not consider the location of an image in
a page. We can certainly improve the heuristic by taking into account the locations of images.
We feel that the HTML file contains enough information for us to distinguish images of different
purposes with high accmacy. If the users prefers more fine-grained separation of image roles, new
categories can be defined.
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In the second experiment, we incorporated the classificationalgorithm into the client-side proxy.
The goal is to see the efiects of image re-ordering. To emulate a slow network link, we artificially
limited the rate at which the proxy sends data to the browser to 28.8kbps. As expected, images
were served in the descending order of their utility values. Advertisements were often correctly
detected and transferred last. The limit of four simultaneous TCP connections did not pose a
severe problem for our prototype because our prototype does not pipeline requests to the server.
However, for better performance, we should allow at least two connections in fiight to the server.
In that case, four simultaneous connections will limit the freedom to re-order images, thereby
hampering the degree of optimization. This problem can be easily solved by making minor changes
to web browsers to allow more than four requests in flight.

6 Conclusion

The discussions in the paper lead to the conclusion that the linear utility function is among good
choices of utility functions. Without precedence constraint, the optimal schedule is to sequence the
n objects in the increasing order ofpf/at- Sincepi is not easily calculated due to the uncertainty in
the transmissionspeed, weproposeto sequences the objects in increasing order of Si/oi, where Si is
the sizeof object i. Assuming precedence constraint can be represented by series-parallel digraphs,
we can use Lawler's algorithm [12] to find the optimal schedule, with the sizes Sj replacing the
processing times pi. Computational complexity for finding the optimal schedule is 0(n logn). The
scheduling algorithm leads to an optimal or near-optimal schedule that maximizes the expected
sumof utilities for a wide class of random bandwidth variations, and it is very likely that in reality
the bandwidthdistributionsbelong to this class. The algorithm requires onlyone parameter oti to
be specified for each object.

We have demonstrated that we can implement UCO by inserting a client-side proxy between
the client and the server. Bestofall, we canafiiect the download order ofobjects without modifying
the clients or the servers. Using the structure of the HTML file to infer meta-information allows
the proxy to operate without the server's cooperation and yields satisfactory results. We believe
that this will encourage users to try out UCO because one can reap the benefits of UCO without
any assistance from the client or the server.

Experiences with the client-side proxy tell us that an architecture using a proxy ran be very
flexible. In fact, the current proposed UCO framework can be extended to including both a client-
side proxy and a server-side proxy. A server-side proxy will be located on the same host as the
server, but will be listening at a different, but well known port. It canserve several purposes. First,
it can speak a transport protocol other than TCP or an application protocol different from HTTP
to solve some well known performance problems of HTTP-over-TCP [21]. Second, the server-side
proxy can transfer different versions of the same image based on the network condition, in a way
similar to HTTP's content negotiation [19]. In fact, the server proxy can even re-encode an image
using a layered codec or encode the image at a lower resolution to allow faster data transfer over
slow wireless or modem links. This approach is similar to Gilbert's [7] except that he uses only one
proxy, which corresponds to our server-sideproxy. Gilbert's proxy is connected to the server over a
high-speed, uncongested network, rather than living on the same machine, and it actually changes
the HTML file seen by the client. Our client-side proxy is passive in the sense that the client still
sees the same page.
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